The spontaneous firing patterns of forebrain neurons. III. Prevention of induced asymmetries in caudate neuronal firing rates by unilateral thalamic lesions.
Unilateral lesions interrupting striatal outputs and inputs (MFB lesions) produce a marked slowing of neuronal firing in the caudate nucleus contralateral to the side of the lesions without affecting neuronal firing in the ipsilateral caudate nucleus. Although the MFB lesion also interrupts the nigrostriatal pathway and depletes the ipsilateral striatum of dipamine and its associated enzymes, the slowing of unit firing rates is apparently due to interruption of striatal outputs rather than inputs. Unilateral thalamic lesions palced ipsilateral to MFB lesions in iether the ventral anterior-ventrolateral nuclei (VA-VL) or in the center median-parafascicular nuclei (CM-PF) prevent the MFB lesion-induced asymmetry in caudate neuronal firing rates. These thalamic lesions do not, however, restore the striatal dopamine content depleted by the MFB lesion. Unilateral CM-PF lesions in otherwise intact cats do not alter caudate unit firing rates nor do they affect striatal dopamine. VA-VL lesions in otherwise intact cats produce a bilateral slowing in the spontaneous firing of neurons in the caudate nuclei, again, whithout altering caudate dopamine concentrations. These results provide further evidence that caudate dopamine concentration per se does not appear to be a potent variable in controlling the spontaneous firing rates of striatal neurons.